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Folder Inserter

The New Standard in Mail Production

DS-200

The New Standard
in Mail Production
The highly productive folding inserting system
processes an unprecedented variety of mail.
The DS-200 meets the workﬂow demands of almost every mailing
application – from direct mail campaigns to highly sensitive mailings such as
medical billing, payroll and ﬁnancial statements. Unique reading technology
interprets almost any type of intelligent coding. The DS-200 also has the
ability to process ﬂats effectively and efficiently.
As one of the most important elements in your mail ﬂow, your folder inserter
needs to be easy to operate, highly productive and ﬂexible. Neopost's
DS-200 has set new standards in all these aspects, and in addition to being
modular in design, it allows you to conﬁgure the system to meet your needs
as your business requirements evolve.

Intelligent Productivity from Start to Finish
The DS-200’s large color
graphic interface reaches new
heights in user friendliness
and workﬂow programming.
Once a job has been
programmed, running it is a
simple matter of loading the
trays, selecting the job and
pressing start. Even changing
over to a completely different
job takes only minutes.

Full Content Control
and Security You
Can Rely On
Neopost’s
exclusive
CIS
scanning
device can
read any
type of
coding,
such as OMR 1 and 2 tracks, 1D
barcodes and 2D Data Matrix. With
this technology, the code can be
printed anywhere on the document,
providing the ﬂexibility to fulﬁll any
layout requirement.
It is also a secure foundation for
complete, detailed and accurate
reporting of your mail production.
The DS-200 can deliver a full
production report, including a
record of each scanned document,
to verify the integrity of
every mailing.

Endless Possibilities

The DS-200 streamlines productivity every step of the way, from efficient
paper loading to predictive intelligence that estimates when your job will
be completed.

Automate Your Document Processing
Neopost’s Output Management
Software (OMS) can add more
value to your documents by
allowing you to:
• Automatically add barcodes to
drive your folder inserter

With its high-capacity sheet feeders
combined with premium processing
speed for multiple documents, the
DS-200 is readily adapted to the
widest range of mail applications. It
can process coated and glossy
booklets or DVDs into standard
envelopes, and it can insert up to
50 pages or 6 mm booklets.

• Select inserts from multiple trays
• Guarantee your mail integrity
with secure control marks
• Split print ﬁles based on your criteria

The DS-200’s unlimited job memory
allows operators to change from job
to job in minutes. The possibilities
for improving mail center
productivity are endless.
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4. Feeder linking
Continuous operation is achieved by cascade
feeding. If one feeder runs empty, another one
takes over, giving a total capacity of 2,000 sheets.

1. Cascade feeding
for continuous run

2. Flexible to handle a
wide variety of inserts

3. Insert up to
6 mm thick booklets
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7. Loading on the ﬂy
prevents stoppage

6. Daily Mail Insertion
for one-off documents
5. Auto Diversion
To avoid stoppage, the divert bin
receives oversized sets or special
documents, while the system
keeps running.

Highly Productive with the Widest Variety of Mail
The DS-200 can
operate at speeds
of up to 4,800
envelopes per hour.
It also processes
landscape ﬂat
envelopes, making
inserting up to 50 pages per envelope easier and
more reliable.
The high capacity of the DS-200 feeders is a perfect
match for its high speed. The many innovative design
features reduce downtime, giving the operator more
time to work on other tasks while the mail is
automatically processed securely at high speeds.

Replacing Manual Tasks Increases Productivity

The DS-200 sorting module gives you the ability to
automatically group ﬁnished envelopes to multiple
exits based on various criteria including:
• Weight of the ﬁnished envelope
• Destination
• Document intelligence BCR/OMR
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Speciﬁcations
Processing speed

Up to 4,800/hour

Touch screen PC control

Standard

Automatic settings

Standard

Document feeder capacity

Up to 1,000

Envelope feeder capacity

Up to 800

Hand feeding

Standard

Multiple sheet feeding

Standard

Cascade from feeders

Standard

Divert bin for documents

Standard

Job memory

No limitation

Automatic double detection

Standard (all feeders)

Automatic document measurement

Standard (all feeders)

Fold types

Letter, z-fold, single, double
parallel, no fold

Folding capacity

Up to 8 sheets

Document weight

70gsm to 6mm thick

Set thickness

Up to 6mm

Options

We’ve Got
You Covered
Neopost maintains a
network of offices across
the country to provide
local customer support
and trained technicians who are ready to assist
you. You can be conﬁdent that when you need
knowledgeable support or expert service,
the point-of-contact will be a Neopost
office in your area consisting of a team of
local professionals.

Why Choose Neopost?
Neopost is a global leader in mailing solutions,
shipping services and digital communications.
We believe that people are the key to business
success. That's why our products and services
are tailored to help your organization improve
the quality of its interactions and bring people
closer together.
In this age of multichannel communications,
we guide and empower you to interact in new
and innovative ways. We advise you on how to
create cost-cutting synergies. We deliver global
coverage with a strong local presence, offering
you continual support by phone, onsite or online.

Accumulation before folding

Available

Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)

Available

Barcode Recognition (BCR)

Available

2D Data Matrix

Available

Envelope Conveyor

Available

System Dimensions

Length x Depth x Height

DS-200 (3 module conﬁguration)

107" x 25" x 36"

Weight

743 lbs.

Full modularity

1 to 11 feeders

Today, Neopost is present in 31 countries and
has a network of partners in more than 90
countries. We promote responsible business and
sustainable development through our products
and outreach programs. Our 6,200 employees
worldwide are committed to making your
interactions more responsive and more powerful
– offering you a competitive edge that will open
up a wealth of business opportunities.
Find out more at neopostusa.com
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